
 
Allendale Wrap-Up for Business Day 4/09/07

  
Allendale is registered with the CFTC and NFA and is a member of the NIBA. The bottom line is we are a regulated firm which can be 
extremely important in this day and age. 
 
Corn Special: since the release of the March 30th 
Prospective Plantings report, Allendale suggest it is a 
good to know USDA estimates 90.45 million acres of corn 
for 2007. You are aware our projected 2007-08 end stocks 
are 548 million bushels vs 767 million bushel for the 
present 2006-07 marketing year. If we convert projected 
end stocks to actual days of supply remaining, 2006-07 is 
the second lowest dating back to 1993-94 at 22 days. The 
record lowest level dating back to 1993-94 was 17 days of 
corn supply for the 1995-96 marketing year and far less 
than the much larger cushions of 1997-98 (Freedom to 
Farm), 2000-01 and 2004-05's 59 to 60 days of supply. You 
are able to see first hand how projected 2007-08 end 
stocks days of supply could easily match the record low 1
days. Equally as important is how it took a period of 
three marketing years to build a 59 day cushion 
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from 1995-96 but only two marketing years to drop from t
60 day cushion in 2004-05 to 22 days for the present marke
targeted to the rapid growth in demand for corn for ethanol. Our end stock projections are based on 
average weather conditions for 2007 and provided the present weather conditions, may amplify just how 
important the spring 2007 planting season cooperates. What do you think, could 2007-08 break down into ne
record low levels of days supply remaining or could economic rationing choke off demand? 
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Planting Progress: the National Ag Statistics Service has released its first corn planting progress report 
for the 2007-08 marketing year and suggest the 18 states 
which provided 93% of the 2006 corn supply is 1% 
behind the five year ave. The top three west corn belt 
states of Iowa, Nebraska and Minnesota have been recorde
with 0% corn planted vs a five year ave of 0%. The east 
cornbelt state of IL is 3% behind its five yr ave 
of 3% with TN, NC and KY making great strides this year 
vs its five yr ave. With present major Midwest weather 
conditions less than desirable, we suggest the trade may 
need to prepare for disappointing levels next Monday 
when NASS releases its second report of the year. 
Tonights NWS 6-10 day weather forecast calls for cool 
conditions out to April 19th but does suggest in its tw
week outlook a drier bias but remains stuck in its 
cooler than ave temps. 
 

Allendale suggest a slight Tuesday's WASDE Report: 
increase in 2006-07 corn end stocks to a level of 76
bu vs March's 752 mil bu, predominantly from a little 

less corn for feed and increase in feedwheat use, and the weaker export sales and shipments as of late. 
However end stocks of 767 mil bu remain well under the previous years 1.967 billion bushels. 
 
Weekly Inspections: weekly export inspections (not Sales) results released 

nday 10:00 am central time vs pre release estiMo
         Pre release Est      Amt Needed        Last       Results 4/09/07 

   Wk Ended 4/02/07         in mil of bushels   to Keep Pace       Week    
Corn         35-40           46.71 mil bu       32.6          25.488 mil bu 
Soybeans     10-15           10.51 mil bu       18.6          20.488 mil bu 
Wheat        15-20           19.96 mil bu       16.6          12.798 mil bu 
 
First you sell the grain (released on Thursday USDA weekly export sales and s
inspect the grain (released on Monday's) and then you ship the grain (released on Thursday USDA weekly 
export sales and shipments report). Inspections do not have to mirror sales. Could it be foreign demand i
shifting to the new crop in #2 corn exporter Argentina? Do not forget, Brazil is aiming for a 50 MILLION 
METRIC TONNE crop which could provide them with 7-8 MMT of corn for export. That amount would surpass 
Brazil's old export record amount of 6.2 MMT in 2000/01 marketing year. Both corn and wheat not only 
missed the pre release trade range but more bothersome is how each failed to meet the minimum amount 
needed on a per week basis to meet USDA's final export target. Add to this, the fact basis levels at t
Gulf are not rallying for old crop supplies to fill projected demand. This could cause us to move forw
the timing to unload the remaining third of 2006 physical supplies as well as our entire 2006 corn supply.
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.allendale-inc.com/products/products.aspx


Technicals: Old and New crop corn and soybeans and new crop wheat. For the short term trader, Allendale 
uses its own unique custom Moving Averages to monitor price momentum, define key support and resistance 
levels as well as advise where key pivot points are located when bulls may turn bearish and bears to turn 
bullish. We also include last weeks closing price for the weekly chartist as we draw closer to the end of 
the week to anticipate the possibility for futures to have a positive weekly close or if weakness is 
ensuing. A detailed technical look at the grains and livestock are available within our Allendale Advanced 
Charts www.allendale-inc.com
 
Corn Futures Close    Moving Ave #1   Moving Ave #2 Pivot    Last Wks Close 
Jly          3762        3730             3820      3530       3780 
Dec          3864        3800             3870      3460       3866 
Bean Futures Close    Moving Ave #1   Moving Ave #2 Pivot    Last Wks Close 
Jly          7664        7810             7810      6860       7772   
Nov          7932        8080             8080      7030       8046   
Wheat Futures Close   Moving Ave #1   Moving Ave #2 Pivot    Last Wks Close 
Jly   CBOT   4620        4560             4560      4660       4584   
Jly   KCBT   4736        4610             4650      4840       4670   
Jly   MGEX   4956        4880             4950      5040       4956   
 
 
Observations: you need to be aware for the first time since last Sept, both old and new crop soybean 
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futures closed below its long term uptrend line of support. Make certain to view MA # 1 and #2 are now
viewed as key resistance. From a short term MA, these levels could be used to stop into longs so have yo
JIC orders written and submitted. Old and new crop corn futures are showing positive life by closing above 
its #1 MA but a close above last weeks close could help to confirm this recent rally has legs underneath. 
Each of the new crop wheat futures described above have cleared last weeks close as well as its #1 and #2 
MA and a primary reason why our previously written orders to stop into longs were filled on the KCBT and 
CBOT wheat and resting orders for MGEX are poised to do the same. 
 
Trade Posture: this recent price break benefited end users IF they took action. If they did not, recent 
weather events could place a great deal of stress on their profit margins and end users at the checkout 
line. Cold and wet soil conditions are bullish to futures during the spring planting time frame. 
 
Soybean Fundamentals: as revealed above in the weekly inspections above, only soybeans are able to 
maintain a pace needed to meet USDA export target of 1.1 billion bushels. Bearish to soybean futures is 
the perception of delayed corn plantings and damaged corn planting in the Delta are likely to be replante
with soybeans. 
 

d Stocks: TueEn
USDA to raise its crush est by 5 million bushels and export sales which are running 30% larger than last 
year, 2% higher than the five year ave and shipments which are 23% larger than last year. 
 
New Crop Soybeans vs New Crop Corn Spread: as we have discussed in detail, its peak was $4.51 premium the 
Nov soybean futures and key support of $4.15. Tonight the spread closed at $4.06 and will now be forced to 
use psychological and daily chart based support of $4.00 prem the Nov beans. This spread is highly 
sensitive to immediate weather conditions for the US Midwest. 
 
Old Crop Soybeans: the average cash value of Midwest soybeans is $7.10 per bushel which suggest a cost of 
carry of 6.2 cents per bu per month. The present May-July spread is offering 16.6 cents carry which is 4.4 
cents per bu more than full carry. We remain hedged in the July and will continue to keep watch on the 
cash and futures carry for early warning signals to begin to move old crop soybeans. New crop marketing 
advice is found within our Hedge Advice page of our Allendale Advisory report. 
 

ush Margins: the positive news is the recent rebound in crush margins which eCr
at full capacity. With the prospects of soybean futures 
transitioning from an upward trend to more range bound 
and soybean oil futures continuing to stay in its upward 
tend, crushers are expected to be aggressive bidders for 
your soybeans as long as the US Gulf market does not go 
into nosedive mode. 
 
Trade Posture: Less projected planted acres suggesting a 
nice trimming of 2007-08 end stocks. Soybean oil for bio 
diesel remains technically bullish at least for Monday, 
but may be ready to test the 3177 level if beans slip 
further on Tuesday. We remain long term bullish soybeans 
as long as corn does not run into lengthy planting delays 
and hands acres back to beans. 
 

eat Fundamentals: the freeze Wh
expected to cover such a broad region over the extend
three day weekend. The initial response was very bullish 
many seasoned traders remembered the 1997 freeze in KS which initially was thought to have cut productio
in half only to manufacture a record crop for the state. The bottom line is its too early to tell just 
what impact the freeze may have, for at least one week. 
 
  

 KCBT and then CBOT wheat futures. However too 
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Crop Conditions: Monday afternoon's weekly crop condition report did pull the good to excellent rating 
down from last weeks 71% to a new level of 64% 
and last years 42%. Those with access to our Special 
Reports section within our website can visually see how the 
five year ave conditions for this time of year are just 
under 50%. More importantly you will see how the five yr 
ave suggest conditions typically remain sideways for the 
next two weeks but given last weekends freeze could have 
next Monday's condition report plummet well below the five 
yr ave. 
 
End Stocks: Tuesday's WASDE report, Allendale anticipates 
USDA needs to reduce projected end stocks because of the 
recent hard charge in export demand. The USA needs to ship 
200 million bushels of wheat out of the USA within the 
final nine weeks of the marketing year and Is achievable. 
We also suggest the USDA is likely to pull more wheat out 
of stocks used for feed purposes which was economical 

before cash corn prices broke just less than a week ago. 
 

ade Posture: though fundamentals for new and old crop wTr heat are mostly bearish, new tenders and the 
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frost and freeze have at least neutralized the recent downward trend. MGEX wheat futures did not absorb
the frost freeze talk as great as the CBOT and KCBT did as it is much more focused on not losing 
additional acres to corn and oilseeds and is likely to be much more concerned about wet cold weather whi
may cause planting delays. We are more inclined to trade new crop wheat futures technically and bought 
CBOT and KCBT futures on Monday with resting orders to go long the MGEX wheat futures. See trade 
recommendations within our Grain Trading Strategies page....Joe Victor 
 
 
Allendale Lean Hogs: Pork packers should be set up to go out and restart hog buying this week. Margins 
have been good in recent weeks and hog supplies will drop off here. Judging by the chart of cash hog 
prices posted  on the Special Reports page on our 
internet site it would appear the cash hog low has been 
made. This seasonal strength in cash hog prices 
typically carries over into futures with most contracts 
continuing their up trend into early/mid May. Our target 
for June futures is to hit $78 by then. Overall we are 
still supportive on summer month contracts. 
 
 
Allendale Live Cattle: Updates to our files today 
pointed out something of interest. We all know the $100 
cash trade last week which was up $4 from the bulk of 
the previous week. However, updating the Commitments of 
Traders file for live cattle futures showed index funds 
(the long-only commodity index buyers) hit another new 
high in their net long position. They are now net long 
108,675 contracts which is a new record. They now 
account for 47% of all longs. We still contend this 
investment money flowing into the pit is still more a factor than beef-only fundamentals right now. In 
other news meat buyers are showing the trade they feel another week of cash cattle gains will be seen this 
week. The final meat report showed choice boxed beef up $3.00 and select up $2.86. While we certainly 
don't expect cash cattle or futures to fall to true value, which is several dollars lower, we will suggest 
larger supplies of beef in the coming months should curtail the summer futures from their current high 
$90's prices. We remain neutral to bearish cattle futures...Rich Nelson 
 
www.allendale-inc.com 
 
As always, if you have questions or comments, please call 800 551 4626 to discuss or send an e mail to 
research@allendale-inc.com 
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